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Verint Systems Inc. (VRNT)
September 12, 2014
Alex Schmidt

Information Technology

Verint Systems Inc. (NASDAQGS: VRNT) is a global leader in data analytics or, as the firm terms it,
“Actionable Intelligence”. They specialize in communications, interception, digital video security and
surveillance, and enterprise business intelligence. Combined, these offerings grant customers the ability
to sort through and interpret massive amounts of voice, video and text in order to enhance customer
service operations and improve profitability as well as protect people and neutralize terror and crime.
VRNT serves over 10,000 customers in 180 countries, including over 80% of the Fortune 100. Industries
served by the firm are numerous and include, but are not limited to: insurance, financial, retail,
telecommunications, government and law enforcement. Verint operates in two business units: Enterprise
Intelligence and Security Intelligence. These are further broken down into three operating segments:
Enterprise Intelligence Solutions, Communication and Cyber Intelligence Solutions, and Video and
Situation Intelligence Solutions. The firm derives 55%, 32% and 13% of their revenue from Enterprise,
Communication, and Video, respectively. Additionally, VRNT receives 56%, 20% and 24% of revenue
from sales in the Americas, EMEA and APAC, respectively. The Company completed the acquisition of its
parent company, CTI, in early 2013. Verint was founded in 1994, went public in 2002, and is based in
Melville, NY.
Price ($) (09/05/14)
Price Taget ($):
52WK Range ($):
Market Cap:
Float (Mil)
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol:
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

55.74
62.85
35.24-53.19
3302.20
58.10M
3.2%
0.514M
NA
0.00%

Beta:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity
ROA:
ROE:
ROIC:

1.23
8.6%
12.8%
21.8%
101.5%
3.2%
13.9%
9.56%

FY: January 31
Revenue (Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS
FCF/Share
P/E
EV/EBITDA

2014A
907
8.08%
66.23%
13.48%
$1.91
$2.14
28.54x
16.83x

2015E
1,152
27.00%
67.00%
15.00%
$3.45
$3.72
15.8x
13.61x

2016E
1,279
11.00%
68.00%
16.00%
$3.76
$4.46
14.5x
12.23x

Recommendation
Verint has and continues to benefit from the continued growth in the Big Data, cloud software and cyber
security markets. Thanks to strong tailwinds over the past few years, the firm has amassed a large
customer base, including several of the world’s largest governments, allowing VRNT to expand its
offerings and plow money back into R&D. Analyzing vast amounts of data in order to improve customer
loyalty, increase revenue and manage operational costs is the largest function VRNT performs for its
customers. Revenue in the Big Data market is expected to grow to $32B by 2017, representing a 27%
CAGR from 2012-2017, according to IDC. These numbers will significantly outpace total IT spending,
which is expected to grow at a CAGR of just 4.5% during the same period. Demand is driven by the
desire of companies to efficiently collect massive amounts of data in order to predict customer behavior,
as well as optimize operational strategies and reduce costs. This same trend has also propelled the Big
Data storage market, which is expected to grow to $12.5B at a CAGR of 40% from 2012-2017.
Additionally, the cloud market is expected to produce outstanding growth through 2018, producing a
CAGR of 21% and market value of $103B. VRNT is expanding its presence in the cyber security
industry, which has seen tremendous growth over the past several years. As hacking scandals have made
headlines around the globe, financial firms, retailers and governments alike have undergone massive
efforts to keep sensitive information private. With this, the cyber security industry is expected to grow at
an 11.8% CAGR from 2013-2018, representing significant potential for VRNT. Due to outstanding
growth in several of VRNT’s core markets and a favorable valuation, it is recommended that VRNT be
held in the AIM Equity Fund at its current level with a target price of $62.85, offering potential upside of
12.75%
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Investment Thesis
 Acquisition of KANA/Growth in Customer Base. The acquisition of KANA, a leading
provider of on-premises and cloud-based customer service solutions, was completed in February
2014. KANA gives Verint further reach and product breadth in its Enterprise Intelligence
segment, which features its Workforce Optimization line, a driver mentioned in VRNT’s original
pitch. KANA brings 900 new customers to the table, 65% of which are not already VRNT
customers, giving the firm an opportunity to sell new products to legacy VRNT and KANA
customers. Management has already seen better than expected growth from the new acquisition,
as well as significant interest from legacy VRNT customers in KANA’s product offerings. VRNT
is now able to offer a full suite of products to cover the needs of customers in its Enterprise
Solutions segment from end to end.
 Cyber Security Visibility/Growth. In their Q4 earnings call, management was excited to
announce a $100m order in the Cyber segment from a large government client. The Cyber
segment has seen growing interest among these types of large government clients in an attempt to
protect themselves from cyber threats, as well as develop strategies to fight terrorism globally.
Management believes interest in the segment, as well as the segments revenue, will continue to
grow as the world becomes more and more interconnected through the web. The $100m contract
will be recognized over the next three years.
 Transition to Mobile. VRNT has seen the mass transition to mobile devices worldwide and has
been active in the space through its Communications Intelligence segment. In order to increase its
presence in the segment, VRNT acquired UTX in March 2014. UTX is a provider of mobile
device tracking solutions for security applications and was previously VRNT’s main supplier of
the firm’s device tracking products.
Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for VRNT, a five year discounted cash flow model was developed.
Using a terminal growth rate of 2.8% and a WACC of 8.6% resulted in a valuation of $62.2. Sensitivity
analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided for a range between $54.40 and $68.81.
Additionally, a P/E multiple method was conducted using three of the companies closest competitors.
Using an average multiple of 38x and multiplying by the EPS of $1.67 gave an intrinsic value of $63.33.
By weighing the DCF model 50% and the P/E multiple method 50% a price target of $62.85 was
established. AMBA does not pay a dividend.
Risks
 Bigger Players. VRNT competes with some of the largest players in the software business,
including Oracle and Microsoft. Often times these larger players have a better market position
and can swallow up smaller competitors. VRNT will need to be sure they set themselves apart
from this larger competition as they have greater reach and resources in pursuing growth in this
highly competitive market.
 High Leverage. VRNT is highly levered for a tech company and business operations could be
severely impacted if the Company were to experience a quarter with slowed earnings.
 Large Amount of Intangibles. VRNT’s balance sheet contains a large amount of goodwill and
other intangible assets. If these intangibles were to be even partially written off in the future the
Company would suffer and results of operations would be negatively affected.
Management
Daniel Bodner is the current President and CEO and has held these positions since he founded the
company in 1994. Douglas Robinson is the CFO and has been with the Company for over six years. No
significant purchases or sales of stock have occurred in the last two months.
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Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
Shares
%Out
Wellington Management
6,517,162
10.76%
Cadian Capital Management
5,132,345
8.47%
Blackrock
3,609,371
5.96%
Vanguard Group
3,406,032
5.62%
Cramer Rosenthal McGlynn
2,800,591
4.62%
Source: Bloomberg

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insiders and 5% Owners
12.00%
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners
82.00%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
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Black Hills Corporation (BKH)
September 12, 2014
Kevin Lane

Domestic Utilities

Black Hills Corporation (NYSE: BKH), through its subsidiaries, operates as a diversified energy
company in the north central region of the United States. The company principally operates under two
business segments: regulated utilities and non-regulated energy. Regulated utilities are comprised of
electric utility and gas utility segments and accounts for 93% of the firm’s revenues. The non-regulated
energy group is comprised of oil and gas, power generation and coal mining and accounts for 7%. The
company’s regulated utility segment generates, transmits, and distributes electricity to approximately
203,500 electric customers in South Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, and Montana; and distributes natural
gas to approximately 35,500 gas utility customers in Cheyenne, Wyoming. This segment owns 790
megawatts of generation capacity and operates 8,599 miles of electric transmission and distribution lines.
Black Hills Corporation was founded in 1941 and is headquartered in Rapid City, South Dakota.
Price ($) (9/5/14)
Price Taget ($):
52WK Range ($):
Market Cap:
Shares Oustanding
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol (90 day):
Dividend Q ($):
Yield (%):

$
$

53.63
57.85
46.62-62.13
2,400M
44.6M
3.6%
215,412
$
0.39
2.90%

Beta:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity
ROA:
ROE:

0.96
6.4%
5.0%
7.0%
114.6%
4.3%
8.4%

FY: June
Revenue (Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS
FCF/Share

2013A
1,276
8.70%
61.40%
31.10%
$2.45
-0.67

2014E
1,389
9.00%
64.40%
31.40%
$2.75
-2.15

2015E
1,425
2.60%
65.10%
32.30%
$2.81
1.12

Recommendation
Black Hills Corporation (BKH) is built on a solid tradition of dividend income with a 5 year dividend
CAGR of 1.84% and steady company growth. The company has continued to reinvest its capital into new
and existing projects in order to stay in line with environmental challenges, as well as to seek growth
opportunities. BKH has benefited from electricity consumer rate increases from the Wyoming Public
Service Commission (WPSC) and will continue to enjoy the same over the next few quarters. With the
nearly $400 million of capital expenditures required to maintain its projected growth this past year, BKH
has had to take on leverage in order to finance several of its ongoing projects and its projected
expansions. While this may seem alarming, BKH maintains a leverage ratio multiple of 2.96 and
Moody’s credit agency has recently recognized its continued financial improvement and raised its
corporate credit rating. In June, Fitch Ratings upgraded BKH’s corporate credit rating to BBB+ from
BBB. Not only will this stronger credit rating allow BKH to operate smoothly and obtain financing at
more favorable rates and terms, but the additional proceeds from certain generating units will allow it to
reduce its debt in an orderly fashion. Based on solid historical and projected operating results, it is
recommended that BKH be held in the AIM Equity Fund with a target price of $57.72, representing a
potential upside of 8.11%. The firm pays a dividend of $1.55 per share for a yield of 2.90%.
Investment Thesis
 Sale of Generating Unit. In September 2014, Black Hills Wyoming, a non-regulated subsidiary
of BKH, closed the sale of a 40-megawatt, natural gas-fired generating unit to the City of Gillette
for approximately $22 million. The transaction included a 20-year agreement for Black Hills
Wyoming to continue to operate the plant, provide plant-related administration services and to
equally share any savings from wholesale power market purchases with Gillette. BKH plans to
pay down a portion of its debt with proceeds from this sale which should help to further
strengthen its balance sheet.
 Revenue Increase Approval. Black Hills Power, the regulated utility subsidiary of BKH,
received approval from the WPSC (when) for a rate settlement allowing the company to increase
electric rates in Wyoming for the new Cheyenne Prairie Generating Station effective on October
1st. These new rates will apply to electric service for the utilities’ 2,700 customers in Wyoming
and should generate an estimated $2.2 million per year in additional revenues. Increased rates
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should cause the customer an average increase of $1.57 per month for natural gas and $8.88 more
a month for electricity. The WPSC’s decision allows Black Hills Power ability for in the
recovery of the utility’s Wyoming-based share of operating expenses for the natural gas-fired
facility.
Reinvestment in Capital Additions. BKH has continued to reinvest its capital in order to help
the continued growth of operations. BKH has filed for a certificate of public convenience and
necessity with the WPSC and a permit from the South Dakota Public Utility Commission to
construct a 144-mile, $54 million electric transmission line from northeastern Wyoming to Rapid
City, South Dakota. Other projects include commencement of the 2014 oil & gas drilling
program in the southern Piceance Basin.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for BKH, a five year discounted cash flow model was created. A
terminal growth rate of 3% and a WACC of 6.38% resulted in a valuation of $54.21 per share.
Additionally, a P/E comparison was created using an average industry P/E as well the historical 5 year
P/E for BKH. By weighting the industry average P/E of 21.45x and the historical average of 23.08x
equally, the P/E multiple was calculated at 22.27x. Using the estimated EPS for 2014 of $2.75, a value of
$61.23 was calculated. Finally, weighting the DCF model and P/E multiple each by 50%, a price target of
$57.71 was determined establishing a potential upside of 8.11%. BKH pays a dividend yield of 2.90%.
Risks
 Environmental Regulation. Business activities in the energy field are heavily regulated by the
state and federal governments. Federal and state laws and regulations regarding greenhouse gases
and other air emissions may materially increase BKH’s generation and production costs. The
regulated and non-regulated fossil-fuel generating plants managed by BKH in South Dakota,
Wyoming, and Colorado will likely be subject to more stringent emission limitations which will
increase operating costs and potentially represent additional capital outlays. The EPA’s Clean
Power Plan, with the stated goal of cutting carbon emissions from existing electric generating
units, could have a significant adverse impact upon the WRDC coal mine owned by BKH.
 Weather Conditions Affect Operating Results. The operating results for some of Black Hill’s
business segments may be at risk if there are variations from normal weather conditions. Demand
for electricity is usually greater in the summer and winter cooling and heating months. A
significant amount of natural gas revenues are recognized in the first and fourth quarters related
to the residential and commercial customers heating demands. Unusually mild summers and
winters therefore could have an adverse effect on the financial condition and results of operations.
 Current and Future Developments. Execution of its future growth plans is dependent on
successful ongoing and future development, expansion and acquisition activities. BKH cannot
assure that it will be able to complete the development projects or acquisitions it has undertaken
or continue to develop attractive opportunities for growth. Possible reasons for lack of success
could be derived from an inability to attain adequate regulatory rates, unforeseen capital demands
related to compliance with heightened environmental regulations, or the failure to obtain required
governmental permits and approvals.
Management
David Emery has been the Chairman, President and CEO of Black Hills Corporation since 2004. Having
worked for the company for more than 24 years Mr. Emery has great knowledge and understanding of
their business and retail segments. Mr. Emery is also currently the only employee on the Board of
Directors. Anthony Cleberg is currently the EVP and CFO and has maintained these positions since July
of 2008. He was an independent investor, developer and consultant with companies in Colorado and
Wyoming from 2002 before joining the company. Scott Buchholz has been the Senior VP and CIO since
the close of the Aquila transaction in July 2008.
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Source: Bloomberg
Top 5 Shareholders
BlackRock Fund Advisors
State Street Corporation
Vanguard Group, Inc. (The)
Jet Capital Investors, L.P.
BlackRock Institutional Trust Company, N.A.

Shares
4,403,365
3,559,619
2,784,185
1,729,199
1,318,580
Source: Yahoo Finance

% Out
9.86
7.97
6.24
3.87
2.95

Shareholder Breakdown
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
1%
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:
68%
Source: Yahoo Finance
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Chart Industries Inc. (GTLS)
September 12, 2014
Brandon Cloete

Domestic Industrials

Chart Industries, Inc. (NASDAQ:GTLS), is an independent global manufacturer of engineered equipment
used in the production, storage and end-use of hydrocarbon and industrial gases. The firm supplies
engineered equipment used throughout the global liquid gas supply chain. It operates in three segments:
energy and chemicals (E&C, 27% of sales), distribution and storage (D&S, 50% of sales), and
BioMedical (23% of sales). The E&C and D&S segments manufacture products used primarily in energyrelated and general industrial applications, such as the separation, liquefaction, distribution and storage
of hydrocarbon and industrial gases. Through its BioMedical segment, it supplies cryogenic and other
equipment used in the storage and distribution of biological materials and oxygen, used primarily in the
medical, biological research and animal breeding industries. Diversified sales include 41% in the US,
19% in China, and 40% in other Non-U.S. countries. Chart Industries went public in 2006 and is
headquartered in Garfield Heights, Ohio. The firm employs over 5000 employees world-wide.

Recommendation
After GTLS’s stock price reached an all-time high in October 2013, the company has found severe
headwind in meeting their projected financials. Consequently, the firm has lowered its quarterly revenue
and earnings guidance twice since then. These adjustments resulted from project delays in Distribution
and Storage (D&S) in China, BioMedical weakness, and industrial gas softness. Also, slower than
anticipated LNG build-out in North America and the recovering Chinese market contributed to the
lowered guidance. However, the near-term currently clouds what possibly could be a stong multi-year
growth outlook on the back of positive trends in LNG/energy infrastructure build-out. Signs of a
turnaround are evident as GTLS recently announced $60M in new LNG orders received through its E&C
segment. These orders increased total Q3 backlog to over $80M, resulting in LNG-related orders to be up
19% Q/Q. In D&S, China and North America showed signs of improvement as Q/Q LNG orders were up
9% and 18%, respectively. More positive signs are evident in the LNG fuel tank business, which has
already exceeded all of 2013 sales, and industrial gas is showing signs of recovering. Finally, the
BioMedical segment seems to have bottomed as a result of issues surrounding Medicare and weakness in
Europe. But global drivers such as aging populations, poor air quality in urban areas, and demand for
enhanced patient care are set to grow the segment in the long-term. Chart does have a strong long-term
outlook, a significant presence in the LNG market, a healthy list of potential growth opportunities and a
favorable valuation. However, concerns with the company's history of missing analysts estimates and
managements recent habit of guiding revenue and earnings down, it is recommended that the current
position be held in Chart Industries.
Investment Thesis
 Positive Macro-Economic Outlook. Chart is in a strong position to benefit from the global
energy and industrial infrastructure build-out currently taking place. This is being driven by
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growing energy demand, industrialization of emerging markets (e.g. China, India, etc.), and the
shift to natural gas (especially LNG) as a transportation fuel and for power generation. These
trends are in place globally and now look to be ramping up in the U.S. and Europe as well.
Solid LNG Activity. North America and China continue to pick up economically and there is
positive order outlook for GTLS in the future as it sits at the front-end of a long list of growth
opportunities (small and mid-scale liquefaction, petrochemical, LNG fueling Infrastructure and
LNG Tanks).
Added Production Capacity Now Online. Chart's $50M capacity expansion, which went online
in May, has increased capacity by 40% and doubled throughput. The capacity expansion will
allow Chart to retarget the air-separation market, which it had de-emphasized to focus on the
LNG market. The boost in throughput should allow GTLS to capture high-margin, short leadtime orders. The company also added a fourth brazing furnace, which is the largest of its type.
This gives Chart significant new capacity and allows it to manufacture larger, more cost effective
heat-exchangers than its competitors.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for GTLS, a five year discounted cash flow model was conducted.
Using a terminal growth rate of 3% and a WACC of 11.77% resulted in a valuation of $86.63. Sensitivity
analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided for a range between $79.99 and $114.74.
Additionally, a P/E comparison with the industry was analyzed. Using an industry average P/E multiple
of 21.6x and a 2014 expected EPS of $3.94, a value of $85.01 was obtained. By weighing the DCF model
50% and the P/E multiple 50%, a price target of $85.82 was established presenting a potential upside of
33%. GTLS does not pay a dividend.
Risks
 Exposure to Energy Prices. A significant amount of Chart’s sales are to customers in the
energy production and supply industry (53% FYE 2013). Demand for a significant portion of
Chart’s products depends upon the level of capital expenditures by companies in the oil and gas
industry, which depends, in part, on energy prices. Additionally demand for Chart’s products
depends upon the spread between oil and natural gas. A decline in prices may negatively impact
Chart’s growth opportunities.
 Customer Concentration. A small number of customers has accounted for a substantial portion
of Charts' historical net sales. For example, sales to the top ten customers accounted for 37%,
38% and 36% of consolidated sales in 2013, 2012 and 2011, respectively. Loss of any major
customer or potential project and order delays from these customers would negatively impact the
company's financial results.
 Cyclical Demand. LNG products are very capital intensive, and as a result the demand for
Chart’s products is cyclical based upon economic conditions. Chart also operates in the industrial
gas segment which is highly cyclical. An economic slowdown may have a dramatic effect on
Chart’s sales and pressure margins.
Management
Samuel F. Thomas is Chairman of the Board, Chief Executive Officer, President of Chart Industries. Mr.
Thomas has been the CEO and President since 2003. Mr. Thomas has extensive executive experience in
manufacturing. From 1991-1998 he served as the chief executive of several operating division for T&N
Plc.
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Limoneira Co. (LMNR)
September 12, 2014
Thomas Desmond

Consumer Staples

Limoneira Company engages in Agribusiness and Real Estate Development business primarily
in the United States. The company operates in three segments: Agribusiness (93%), Rental
Operations (6%), and Real Estate Development (1%). The Agribusiness segment grows,
processes, packages, and sells lemons directly to food service, wholesale, and retail customers. It
also grows avocados, oranges, and various specialty citrus and other crops. It has
approximately 10,600 acres of land in Ventura and Tulare Counties, California for the use of
their Agribusiness segment. The Rental Operations segment engages in residential and
commercial building rental activities and leases approximately 610 acres of land to third party
agricultural tenants. The Real Estate Development segment develops land parcels, multi-family
housing, and single-family homes. This segment has approximately 2,000 units in various stages
of planning and development. Limoneira Company was founded in 1893 and is headquartered in
Santa Paula, California.
Price (9/8/2014)
Price Target
52 WK H-L
Market Cap (mil)
Float (mil)
Short Interest (%)
Avg. Daily Vol (K)
Dividends (Yr)
Yield (%)

$24.74
$27.04
27.41-20.06
$339.40
10.80
3.88%
32.52
$0.18
0.80%

Beta
WACC
M-Term Rev Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity
ROA
ROE
ROIC

1.16
9.20%
13.00%
15.00%
56.12%
3.20%
6.37%
2.38%

FY
2013 (A) 2014 (E) 2015 (E)
Revenue (mil)
$85.00
$99.00 $125.00
% Growth
29.00% 16.00% 26.00%
Gross Margin
20.43% 23.00% 25.00%
Operating Margin
6.47% 10.03% 12.35%
EPS (Cal)
$0.36
$0.42
$0.57
P/E (Cal)
84.14
57.67
42.49
FCF/Share
-0.37
-0.27
0.21

Recommendation
With nearly 11,000 acres of land in the American Southwest, Limoneira is one of the largest producers of
lemons, citrus fruits, avocados and specialty crops in the country. Even though their Agribusiness is
subject to significant risk, LMNR generated revenue of $85 million and earnings of $5 million in 2013,
both company records. LMNR is building on its core competencies and is continuing to expand globally,
especially into East Asia. With a prospering Agribusiness and a plethora of land in Ventura and Tulare
County, California, LMNR has opened up two more segments of their business, Rental Operations and
Real Estate Development. Within these segments there are five projects consisting of 2,000 residential
units in various stages of planning and developing. The largest of these projects is called East Area 1,
located in Santa Paula, California. Within East Area 1, there are 523 acres set aside for potentially 1,500
residential units and large amounts of commercial and office space. East Area 1, along with their other
Real Estate Development projects, could potentially be an upfront sale of real estate, grading the land and
selling lots to home builders or joint ventures with developers. It is projected that their Real Estate
Development segment is going to generate between $120 and $160 million in revenue in the next five
years, all of which will be redeployed into LMNR’s Agribusiness in order to continue to expand globally.
With an accelerating Agribusiness and a promising Real Estate Development segment, it is recommended
that LMNR be held in the AIM Equity Fund with a price target of $27.04, offering a 9% upside. LMNR
does pay an annual dividend of 0.80%.
Investment Thesis
 Real Estate Development. LMNR has 2,000 residential units in various stages of planning and
development across southern and central California. Their biggest real estate investment, East
Area 1, is already physically being developed and is projected to generate between $120 and $160
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million in revenue. The development is located in Santa Paula, where LMNR already uses the
500 acres for their Agribusiness. LMNR will have to decide on an upfront sale of the land,
selling certain lots to homebuilders, or a joint venture with developers. The land has begun to be
developed and lots are going to begin selling in the beginning of 2015. Demand is expected to be
very high as there are already 40 non-disclosure agreements in hand.
Accelerating Agribusiness. It is clear that the Agribusiness segment remains healthy as revenue
increased 28% and earnings increased 53% in 2013. Expansion has led to increases in lemon
packing capacity, further vertically integrated operations, and growing profit margins. Strong
lemon prices and a much improved avocado production should continue to boost profits through
2015. LMNR plans to continue to grow its farming operations and gradually continue to expand
internationally.
Recent Acquisitions. LMNR has a history of acquiring small lemon packing and harvesting
companies to continue to expand margins. LMNR has acquired Marlin Ranching Company for
$1.4 million. The packing facility will be used to pack 500K-600K annually from LMNR’s
Arizona orchards. LMNR also recently acquired a 35% interest in Rosales S.A., a Chilean lemon
packer for $1.75 million. LMNR will earn equity income along with $0.50 per carton on lemon
sales to Asian markets. Rosales packs close to 1 million cartons annually.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for LMNR, a five year discounted cash flow model was conducted.
Using a terminal growth rate of 2.5% and a WACC of 9.20% resulted in a valuation of $27.04. This price
target represents a potential upside of 9%. Sensitivity analysis on both the terminal growth rate and
WACC provided for a range between $22.37 and $33.84. LMNR does pay a dividend of 0.80%.
Risks
 Adverse Weather Conditions. As the climate conditions continue to change, especially in the
American Southwest, fresh produce is subject to adverse weather conditions including
windstorms, floods, drought, and extreme temperatures. Though it has yet to have a material
effect on LMNR, California is currently in one of the worst droughts in recent history. If it
continues much longer, LMNR could face restrictions on water supply, which would adversely
affect production.
 Interest Rate Environment. As interest rates are expected to rise, the real estate industry could
be negatively impacted as it may be harder for buyers to qualify for financing. This could lead to
a decrease in the demand for residential, commercial, and industrial sites which could adversely
affect the Real Estate Development segment.
 Inflation Risk. Inflation can have a negative impact on the agribusiness segment, specifically the
farming operations. Inflation creates escalating costs and unpredictable revenues, specifically due
to irrigation water costs. Any increase in production or irrigation costs will adversely affect
earnings and it is very unpredictable.
Management
Harold Edwards has served as the CEO of LMNR since 2004, formerly serving as president of Puritan
Medical Products. CFO Joseph Rumley, CPA, has over 25 years of public and private accounting
management experience and has held his current position since 2010. Ronald L. Michaelis has served as
a director of the company since 1977. Previously, he owned and managed Michaelis Citrus Nursery Inc,
growing 300,000 trees annually. Alan Teague is Chairman of the Board at LMNR, and is currently
president of California Orchard Co. He was formerly employed by the Teague-McKevett Company and
McKevett Corporation since 1961 holding various positions.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insiders and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

23%
23%
Source: Yahoo Finance

Top 5 Share Holders
Holder
Wellington Management Company, LLP
Vanguard Group
BlackRock Fund Advisors
Royce & Associates, LLC
State of New Jersey Common Pension Fund
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Ambarella, Inc. (AMBA)
September 12, 2014
Dan Alon

Domestic Information Technology

Ambarella, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMBA), which was founded in 2004 and is located in Santa Clara, CA, is a
supplier of semiconductors for high quality video recording purposes. The company generates revenues
from two types of consumers: original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), who are end customers such as
GoPro Inc., and DropCam, Inc., and original design manufacturers (ODMs), who are customers that
design the products from Ambarella’s solutions. Ambarella separates themselves by continuing to set the
bar for high-quality, low power video solutions; currently more video channels are being distributed via
cable and satellite using Ambarella chips than any other solution. AMBA has positioned themselves
between two companies, Google Inc. and GoPro Inc., which will consistently drive revenue. Currently
Ambarella earns nearly 87% of their revenue from Hong Kong, 5% from Europe, 5% from the United
States, and 1.7% from the Asia Pacific.
Price ($): (9/8/14)
Price Target ($):
52 WK H-L ($):
Market Cap (mil):
Float (mil):
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol (k):
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

$38.92
40.75
$16.25-$39.01

1,062.9
28.8
30.76%
6,960.42
$0.00
0.0%

Beta:
WACC
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Debt/Equity
ROA:
ROE:

1.34
9.04%
27.75%
28.00%
17.2%
14.00%
16.41%

FY: Jan. 31
Revenue (Mil)
% Growth
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
EPS (Cal)
FCF/Share
P/E (Cal)
EV/EBITDA

2014A
$158
30.18%
63.35%
17.71%
0.85
0.97
45.79
26.8x

2015E
$205
35.00%
65.71%
16.03%
1.01
1.11
40.19
18.6x

2016E
$277
30.00%
65.71%
16.03%
1.37
1.94
29.77
14.7x

Recommendation
The world is quite obviously becoming more dependent on technology. The next transition of
technological life that is expected become more robust is wearable technology. An important result of
wearable technology is the increased dependence on wearable cameras. For example, Google’s Helpout
feature can teach someone to play the guitar through video chatting. Ambarella has built a strong
economic moat as the leading developer of semiconductor processing solutions for video. By servicing
companies like GoPro and DropCam, AMBA is likely to flourish as a leader among semiconductor
companies. AMBA’s System on a Chip (SoC) solutions fully integrates HD video processing, image
processing, audio processing and system functions onto a single chip. Although AMBA does not disclose
how much revenue comes from each individual company, it is estimated that about 25% comes from
GoPro alone. With the new acquisition of DropCam by Google, it is probable that DropCam’s new
cameras will use AMBA semiconductors in their cameras which should further drive revenue. Finally,
guidance suggests with the newer technology and the desire for more security, police departments all over
the world will invest in wearable cameras and dashboard cameras for their vehicles. Lastly, its a realistic
expectation that Ambarella could be bought out, especially with the strong merger and acquisitions trend
in 2014. Because of economic moats, a potential new market, and a favorable valuation, it is
recommended that AMBA be held at its current position in the AIM Equity Fund with a target price of
$40.75, which offers a potential upside of 4.70%.
Investment Thesis
 GoPro and DropCam. Two of AMBA’s main revenue drivers are GoPro and DropCam. GoPro
has positively impacted Ambarella and their partnership is expected to continue in the long term.
It is estimated that revenue from GoPro is roughly 25% and it is projected that revenue will
continue to increase strong product sales continue. Since 2004, GoPro’s sales revenue has
doubled every year. DropCam’s main business is through security cameras that have the ability to
store information in “The Cloud” for a monthly or yearly subscription fee. AMBA makes the
main semiconductor that keeps the image quality high and takes up minimal space. DropCam was
recently bought out by Google, which is believed to lead to potential wearable camera
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technology. AMBA and Google have already been working together to develop Google’s Helpout
entity, so further reliance on Ambarella’s technology is likely. A combination of the three
companies should create a new line of wearable cameras with AMBA’s SoC solution.
Police Revenue Potential. Management has stated that a demand for high quality security
cameras is desperately needed for multiple police forces. This is a stream that AMBA should reap
revenue from all over the world, as police forces begin to implement solutions. AMBA believes
that Hong Kong will be one of the first police forces to implement this undertaking and the
company will benefit with their already extensive presence in this market.
Hong Kong Economy. The macroeconommic situation in Hong Kong is extremely important to
look at, as 87% of revenue comes from this market. Hong Kong continues to grow. GDP grew by
2.9% in 2013, and by 1.98% YoY in 2Q14. GDP per capita increased to $52,700 in 2013 from
$51,600 the year prior. Average of both exports YoY and imports YoY in July had beat 2013
expectations of 5.3% and 5.5%, respectively, at 6.8%, and 7.5%. Living conditions for the middle
and lower class are poor; however, the unemployment rate has remained steady at 3.1% since
mid-2011.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for AMBA, a five year discounted cash flow model was conducted.
Using a terminal growth rate of 3.5% and a WACC of 9.04% resulted in a valuation of $44.25. Sensitivity
analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided for a range between $51.79 and $41.18.
Additionally, a PE multiple comparison was analyzed. Using an industry average PE multiple of 36.87x
and a 2015 EPS estimate of $1.01, a value of $37.24 per share was obtained. By weighing the DCF model
50%, and the PE multiple valuation 50%, a price target of $40.75 was established. AMBA does not pay a
dividend.
Risks
 Heavy Dependence on Few Customers. A big part of Ambarella’s revenue comes from a few
major customers. In fiscal year 2014, sales directly and through AMBA’s logistics providers to
their five largest customers collectively accounted for approximately 55% of total revenue, and
sales to the 10 largest customers collectively accounted for approximately 67% of total revenue.
In fiscal year 2014, sales to AMBA’s largest ODM customer was approximately 29% of total
revenue. This poses a huge risk with the potentiality of any customer going bankrupt, or
discontinuing services.
 Lack of Formal Contracts. It is the nature of the semiconductor business to not have contracts,
so customers can cancel, change or delay purchase commitments at any time with no penalty. In
addition, the mere fact of having relationships with some customers may deter the potential for
new relationships with customers’ competitors in the future. If AMBA does not accurately predict
demand, expected numbers could be off which will flee investors from their positions.
 Technology Prices Fall Over Time. A natural progression over time with technology products
and services is falling prices. Ambarella has a good track record of continuing to develop new
relationships and to position themselves at prime places in the market; however, if this falters we
could see a dip in revenue.
Management
Wang Fen-Ming is the founder and CEO of Ambarella Inc. He has been involved in technology systems
since 1991 and Founded Afara Websystems Inc, which was bought out by Oracle after 2 years. George
Laplante has been the CFO for 3 years. Lesie D Kohn has been the CTO for over a decade now and has
worked with Feng-Ming since 1995. All of management receive over half of their salary in stock based
compensation.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider & 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

43.00%
10.00%

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
Benchmark Capital Partners
FMR LLC
Wintech Microelectronics
BlackRock
Columbia Partners LLC Investment Management
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Shares
3,926,656
1,392,500
1,249,544
1,206,270
871,564

%Out
13.63%
4.83%
4.34%
4.19%
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Conn’s Inc. (CONN)
September 12, 2014
Stef Yordan

Domestic Consumer Discretionary

Conn’s Inc. (NASDAQ:CONN) was founded in 1890 and is based in The Woodlands, Texas. The
company’s retail segment provides quality-branded home appliances, furniture and mattresses, consumer
electronics and home office goods, and is complemented with a credit offering segment that provides
financing solutions to a large population of credit-constrained customers. It also provides repair service
agreements, next day delivery, installation services and installment credit programs. Conn's offers over
2,300 product items under well-known brands. As of September 2014, the company operates
approximately 87 retail locations across the United States: Texas (58), Arizona (8), Louisiana (7),
Oklahoma (3), New Mexico (3), and 8 new (as of Q2) locations spread throughout Colorado, Mississippi,
Nevada, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

Recommendation
In September 2013, Conn’s was added to the the AIM Equity Fund at a price of $53.01 per share and the
stock is presently selling at a substantial discount to its intrinsic value. While CONN has hit a few
roadblocks in 2014, the firms has demonstrated strong revenue growth - boasting a 38% YoY increase for
FY 2014, with management guiding similar growth for FY 2015. The success in the retail portion of the
company, which provided 83% of total revenues for CONN in Q2 2015, is essential for Conn’s Credit
shortfalls, which represented 13% of last quarter’s revenues. Because of this, the company missed its 2Q
earnings by $0.29 and lowered guidance for the remainder of FY 2015 due to continued challenges in
corralling a growing credit delinquency (+70bps in Q2). Management has noted that they are taking the
appropriate measures, especially with stricter underwriting, in order to avoid further credit deteroiation.
Extended consumer credit is vital to the success of Conn’s, as it provides financing solutions to a wide
variety of consumers. In Q215, approximately 77% of sales were financed using Conn’s Credit, which has
a prime cutoff credit score of 630-650 FICO, a dependable number in the Texas economy. Other positive
fundamentals include an 11.7% same-store sales increase and a healthy expansion of 8 new stores in the
quarter. Another item worthy of note is that the company incurred $6.6 M of unlevered operating
expenses because of these new store openings, which accounted for a negative $0.11 impact on this
quarter’s EPS. While the earnings miss was detrimental to the stock price, CONN continues to expand
across the United States, has solid long-term goals for the company, and has a plan in place to tackle its
greatest obstacle with credit delinquency. It is recommended to add to our current holdings of CONN in
the AIM Equity Fund with a price target of $45.67, representing a 49% upside. The company does not
pay a dividend.
Investment Thesis
 Attractive Price Point, Well Positioned for a Rebound. CONN was added to the AIM Equity
Fund in September 2013 at a price of $53.01 per share. Since then, the stock has experienced
significant growth, which was followed by an even more significant decrease in the price.
Topping out at $79.24 in December 2013, the stock dropped to $31.89 by February 2014
following an earnings miss, then regained strength - and then dropped over 30% to $29.01 in
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September 2014. This offers an extremely attractive price point to add more shares of this
undervalued stock to the portfolio.
Unique Niche. With the rest of retail shifting to e-commerce, Conn’s survives with a
predominantly brick-and-mortar approach because of of its product mix. Consumers in general
prefer to purchase big-ticket items only after having physically seen and touched them. In retail,
which is about 83% of the company’s revenues, the two highest performing categories in Q215
were furniture and mattresses (+30.3%) and home appliances (+19.4%).
Favorable Texas Economy. With the addition of nearly 50,000 non-farm jobs in July 2014,
Texas continues to increase and diversify its workforce at a more robust pace than the rest of the
nation, boasting an unemployment rate of 5.1%, compared to the 6.1% national average. The
increasing Texas population will inherently increase the number of home goods and consumers
can visit one of the 58 stores in Texas (out of the 87 total stores nationwide).

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for CONN, a P/E comparison was conducted: using a revised retail
industry average P/E multiple of 24.4x and a financial industry average P/E multiple of 15.4x, and a 2015
expected EPS of $2.90, values of $65.04 and $42.28 for retail and financial components of the company,
respectively. Weighing each based on CONN’s revenues from that industry, an intrinsic value of $61.17
was obtained. Similar in process, a P/B multiple was also used to find CONN’s intrinsic value, which
resulted in an intrinsic value of $60.61. Weighted at 50% each, the quantitative intrinsic value is $60.69;
however, there are qualitative factors that call for a more conservative forecast of the intrinsic value, so
only 75% of this value is included in this valuation. The final value is $45.67, resulting in a 49% upside.
CONN does not pay a dividend.
Risks
 Disappointing Q2 2015 Earnings. Although it may have been a market overreaction,
management noted its disappointment with the reported 2Q 2015 earnings. CONN posted a $0.50
EPS for the quarter, - $0.25 less than guidance - causing management to lower FY 2015 guidance
from an EPS of $3.40 - $3.70 to $2.80 - $3.00. This is the third of the last five quarters that they
have missed earnings, two of which were directly linked to an increase in credit delinquency. If
earnings cannot produce a beat for the next two quarters with the lowered earnings guidance, it is
recommended that the company be removed from the portfolio.
 Credit Delinquency Rates Increasing. As stated above, the credit delinquency rates increased
70 bps in Q2 2015 to 8.7%, which came as a surprise to investors and analysts. Conn’s credit
accepts an average credit score of 605, which has risen compared to historical scores; however,
that is considered “below-average” for the Texas economy, and management has released
statements stating that they are implementing stricter underwriting policies to repair the damages
this has caused for the company.
 Previous Investment Thesis and Risks Played Out. When the stock was originally added to the
portfolio in September 2013, it was added with significant growth opportunities forthcoming. The
stock experienced extreme growth until its fall in February 2014, and there may not be much
room left for such growth in the near future.
Management
Theodore M. Wright was elected Chief Executive Officer and President effective December 5, 2011, and
was elected Chairman of our board effective December 7, 2010, serving as a director since September
2003. Brian E. Taylor was appointed to Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer, effective
April 23, 2012, and has over 26 years of experience with growing, publicly-traded companies. He was
joined by officers Theo Wright and Michael Poppe (E-VP and COO) on the Q2 2015 earnings call.
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Herman Miller, Inc. (MLHR)
September 12, 2014
Patrick Hart

Industrials

Herman Miller, Inc. (NASDAQ: MLHR) is a designer, manufacturer, researcher, and distributor of
interior furnishings. It distributes its products primarily through independent contract office furniture
dealers, as well as owned contract office furniture dealers; direct customer sales; independent retailers;
and the company’s online store. MLHR’s furniture systems, seating, freestanding furniture, storage,
casegoods, and textile products are used in institutional environments including offices, transportation
terminals, hospitals, educational settings, and residences. The company is organized into three operating
segments by revenue, North American Furniture Solutions (65%), ELA Furniture Solutions (21%), and
Specialty and Consumer (14%). Herman Miller was founded in 1905 and is headquartered in Zeeland,
Michigan.
Price ($) (9/6/14):
Price Target ($):
52WK L-H ($):
Market Cap (bil):
Short Interest:
Avg. Vol (3 month)

$

30.65

Beta:

$

33.95

WACC

1.34
11.27%

FY: May 31
Revenue ($Mil)

25.08-32.72

M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est.

9.2%

1.85

M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est.

10.2%

Gross Margin

Debt/Equity:

67.2%

Operating Margin

2.24%

2014A

% Growth

2015E

2016E

1,882.0

2,070.2

6.0%

10.0%

2,297.9
11.0%

33.53%

36.25%

36.50%

8.71%

9.50%

10.00%
$2.17

293,045

ROA:

10.1%

EPS ($Cal)

$1.68

$1.83

Dividend ($):

$0.56

ROE:

26.8%

FCF/Share ($)

0.84

2.19

2.31

Div. Yield:

1.90%

P/E (Cal)

18.24

16.75

14.12

Recommendation
Herman Miller has been a fixture in the furniture market for over a century, marketing its products for
office, healthcare, educational, and residential settings. As the second largest office furniture company in
the world, behind Steelcase, and with a market share of about 12%, MLHR has performed well with a 5
year revenue CAGR of 8% despite operating in a volatile industry. It has been able to remain competitive
due to its ability to adapt its products through research and design in order to meet changing market
needs. Domestic office furniture orders have recovered since the Financial Crisis, with orders of $9.3B in
2013 and projections of $9.7B and $10.3B in 2014 and 2015, respectively, which is approaching prerecession levels. With the acquisition of Design Within Reach in July 2014 for $154M, MLHR has set
itself up nicely to evolve into a balanced B2B and B2C player in the furniture market. Specifically, the
company has raised its future estimates for its consumer furniture business to $500M, compared to fiscal
2014 sales of $67.7M, which amounted to only 3.6% of sales. In addition, the consumer furniture market
is much less volatile during economic recessions than the office furniture market. Therefore, the company
should have somewhat greater predictability and stability. MLHR has also developed a plan to grow their
business by shifting from a product-centric focus to one that delivers broader solutions to their customers.
They also have plans to expand more into emerging markets. Based on these reasons and a favorable
valuation, it is recommended that MLHR be held in the AIM Equity Fund with a price target of $33.95,
representing an 11.8 % upside. The firm pays a dividend of $0.56, representing a 1.9% yield.
Investment Thesis
 Expansion into the Consumer Furniture Business. Based on estimates from the U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis and the Business Institutional Furniture Manufactures Association. The
domestic consumer furniture market is valued at about $95 billion, more than 10 times that of the
office furniture market. Traditionally MLHR has been focused on the B2B furniture market, with
85% of their 2014 sales being derived from work-related settings. With the recent acquisition of
Design Within Reach, North America’s largest premium retailer of modern design furniture,
MLHR acquired its largest customer in their consumer segment with revenue of $218M last year.
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This acquisition should accelerate their growth momentum into the consumer furniture market,
driving sales in the segment to $500M by 2017. Design Within Reach has a retail network of 38
locations and its e-commerce website attracts an average of 9.3 million visits per month adding
more access points for customers.
Forecasted Growth in the Office Furniture Industry. The office furniture industry is still
recovering from the impact of the Great Recession. Production and consumption have been
showing steady improvement in the U.S. BIMFA has forecasted production in the U.S. office
furniture market to grow by 4.8% and 8.8% in 2014 and 2015, respectively. BIMFA also
forecasts that consumption will increase by 6.8% and 11.3% in 2014 and 2015, respectively. This
improvement is primarily driven by an improving U.S. economy and non-residential construction.
Strong Brand Equity. Consumers have long thought of Herman Miller as the leader in their
industry in terms of quality and design. In Contract Magazine’s 2013 Brand Report Awareness
Survey, a survey of architecture and design professionals. Herman Miller was named the top
choice in the ergonomic seating and furniture systems category-and was in the top 5 in 11 other
furniture categories. Their financial track record, industry accolades, and ability to evolve to meet
changing preferences serve as a good indicator of their ability to compete in this changing and
competitive industry.

Valuation
In order to obtain an intrinsic value for MLHR, a five year discounted cash flow model was conducted.
Using a terminal growth rate of 2% and a WACC of 11.27% resulted in a valuation of $33.56, an upside
of 10.5%. Sensitivity analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided for a range between
$29.84 and $44.95. Additionally, a P/E comparison and valuation of the company was analyzed. Using a
forward looking earnings of $1.83 in 2015 and a P/E of 18.77x weighted 50/50 based on the industry
average and the 5-year historical average, a value of $34.33 was obtained. By weighting the DCF model
50% and the P/E multiple 50%, a price target of $33.95 was obtained offering a potential upside of
11.8%. MLHR pays a dividend of $0.56.
Risks
 Competitive Industry. Herman Miller operates in a highly competitive market, and may not be
successful in winning new business in the furniture industry. They attempt to differntiate
themselves through brand recognition and quality, but there is a possibility they won’t be able to
compete with competitors with lower prices.
 Managing Integration and Growth Strategy. With the acquisition of Design Within Reach and
the new focus on expanding their consumer furniture market, Herman Miller faces integration
risks and execution risks since consumer marketing is a new concept to them. Also, they may not
be successful in their strategy to expand more into emerging markets.
 Economic Downturn. Customer demand in the office furniture industry is affected by many
macro-economic factors including corporate profitability, white-collar employment levels, and
new office construction rates. History has shown that declines in these factors will adversely
affect the entire office furniture industry.
Management
Mr. Brian C. Walker has been the CEO of Herman Miller since July of 2004, and has served as President
since March of 2003. He also served as the COO and the CFO at Herman Miller before becoming the
CEO. Gregory Bylsma has served as the CFO since Febraury of 2009 and previously served as the
Corporate Controler. Michael Volkema has served as Chairman since 2000, and was the CEO at Herman
Miller from 1995 to 2004.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5%
Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual
fund Owners:

Holder
Bank of New York Mellon
Corporation
Vanguard Group, Inc. (The)
Harris Associates L.P.
BlackRock Fund Advisors
RidgeWorth Capital Management,
LLC

1%
82%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders
Shares

% Out

3,388,712
3,312,393
2,556,974
2,529,192
2,375,231
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Orchids Paper Products (TIS)
September 12, 2014
Thomas Dickinson

Consumer Staples

Orchids Paper Products (AMEX: TIS) is a private label tissue product manufacturer serving the at-home
market. The company produces bulk tissue paper, known as parent rolls, and converts them into finished
products (94% rev of $116.4mm FY2013). The company diversifies and maximizes efficiency by selling
excess unconverted parent rolls (6% rev) to other converters. Their product offering includes paper
towels (53% of converted product revenue), bath tissue (43%), and paper napkins (4%). The company
sells their products to dollar stores and discount retailers. The private label products are sold under
brand names Colortex, My Size, Velvet, Big Mopper, Linen Soft, Soft & Fluffy, Tackle, and Noble.
Incorporated in 1998, Orchids’ facilities are located in Oklahoma. The company focuses on a target
market of discount retailers located within a 500 mile perimeter of their facility in northeast OK; this
area includes Texas, Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and Iowa.

Recommendation
After missing on earnings in both first and second quarter 2014 ($.39 estimate vs. $.07 real 2Q14),
Orchids’ stock is trading near its 52 week low. Management has invested over $60.5mm into the
company over the past 12 months, and has stated that they made decisions to maximize long-term value at
the expense of short-term earnings. While the company operates in a highly competitive low-margin
business, the industry trends, current positioning, and experienced management team has Orchids
trending positively. The company’s recent acquisition of Fabrica Papel de San Francisco is a strategic
alliance with one of the largest tissue manufacturers in Mexico, which will expand the company’s
capacity, as well as their ability to enter the premium and ultra-premium markets. Similarly, Orchids
invested $30.4M in new machinery, enabling themselves to penetrate deeper into the higher margin
premium product market. Industry trends have also shown that private label products in the
bathroom/kitchen tissue segment have been taking share from branded products as PL bathroom tissue
sales have a five year CAGR of 3.9% compared to branded CAGR of 1.7%. Population within Orchids
geographic target market (500 mile radius from OKC) has been expanding quickly and the company feels
it is well positioned to take advantage. These factors, as well as management’s aggressive optimism about
what 2H14 and FY15 hold, lead me to recommend a hold on TIS at a price target of $35.10, offering a
potential upside of 35.4%.
Investment Thesis
 Business expansion to accelerate rev growth: The Company announced in November 2014 a
$30.4M capital expenditure upgrade to their paper making capabilities and converting capacity.
The new converting machine will increase capacity from 56,000 tons to over 70,000, while also
improving efficiency and production rate. The company is expecting EBITDA increase of
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anywhere from $6-8M, and the machine is projected to reduce operating costs raising EBITDA
an additional $2.8-3.4M. The new line will be operational 2H14 and fully utilized 2Q15.
Push into higher tier product lines to lift margins: Orchids serves the value-tier paper products
market. This value tier has significantly lower margins compared to the mid and premium-tier.
The company made significant investments in 2006 and 2010 that increased capacity, lowered
cost structure, and opened higher tier production capabilities. Unfortunately, management has
explained, it is difficult to win customers over to new products without a history of manufacturing
and selling them. However, the company has seen their revenues generated by the mid to
premium-tier segments grow from 17% in 2012 to 36% in 2013. Management expects to continue
to deepen their penetration into the mid to premium tier product market
High population growth in target region: Tissue demand in the at-home market is largely
driven by population growth. The ten year population CAGR of Orchids’ target region is ~1.3%
while the rest of the nation has experienced growth of only ~.9%. Orchids’ feels they will directly
benefit from this population increase, especially as PL has been taking market share from branded
products. Over the last five years PL bathroom tissue sales have grown 3.9% while branded only
sits at 1.7%. TIS believes these trends will benefit their top line.

Valuation
In order to determine a target price for TIS, a DCF model and a P/E relative valuation were utilized. A
discount rate of 9.3% and terminal growth rate of 2.15% yielded an intrinsic value of $32.98. A
sensitivity analysis varying the WACC ±.5% and terminal growth rate ±1.0% resulted in a valuation
spread of $30.49 to $36.87. For the P/E valuation, a 10 year price to earnings average multiple of 20.95X
was determined resulting in a relative valuation of $38.21. Weighting the DCF slightly higher than the
P/E relative valuation yielded a final target price of $35.1, offering an upside of 35.4%
Risks
 Customer concentration: Orchids top three customers (Dollar General, Family Dollar and
Walmart) make up roughly 75% of total revenue. This is a substantial risk as this business does
not hold contracted out levels of production. However, as is the case with most private label
products, there is little reason to switch manufacturers and the risk involved in a switch makes
most producer-retailer relationships sticky. As a side note, it is uncertain how a Dollar General
and Family Dollar merger could affect business, but it is not assumed to be negative.
 Reliance on fiber producers: As the company produces no fiber itself, it must purchase the
needed fiber on the open market. Wood pulp fiber is a naturally volatile priced commodity, and
the amount TIS must purchase (69,000 T in 2013) puts them at substantial risk.
 Increased competition: Since 2009, two new competitor plants have opened in Orchids’ 500
mile target area. Management does not feel they have lost any market share, but the competitors
do put pricing pressure on Orchids. The PL paper products market is very competitive and relies
heavily on regional independence, if more competitors were to move into the greater OKC area it
could drastically affect business
Management
Jeffrey Schoen serves as Orchids’ President and CEO, he has held the position since 2013, but has been
on the board of directors since 2007. Mr. Schoen has extensive experience in the private label
manufacturing market, spending numerous years with Cumberland Swan, Paragon, Trade Brands, and
Kimberly Clark. Keith Schroeder is the CFO of Orchids, and has been a member of the paper products
industry for over 17 years. He has held his position at Orchids since 2002.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insiders and 5% Owners:

28%

% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

28%
Source: Yahoo Finance

Top 5 Share Holders
Holder

Shares

% Out

Renaissance Technologies

436,800

4.99%

Acadian Asset Management

290,452

3.32%

Wells Fargo and Company

249,118

2.84%

Dimensional Fund Advisors

233,319

2.66%

Perritt Capital Management

224,481

2.56%

Source: Yahoo Finance
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8x8, Inc. (EGHT)
September 12, 2014
Alex Isken

Domestic Telecommunications

8x8, Inc. (NASDAQ: EGHT) is a cloud-based communications software company, providing Voice-overInternet Protocol and unified communications services. The company’s most popular products include
Virtual Office Pro (phone service, voicemail, web conferencing, and internet faxing), Virtual Office
Mobile for iOS and Android devices, and Virtual Contact Center Service for internet-based call centers.
8x8’s strategy has been to target small to medium sized businesses with its various VoIP services. The
company’s plan also consists of global expansion, which is supported by 8x8’s recent acquisition of UKbased Voicenet, another unified communications and collaboration (UCC) company. Currently, 91% of
revenues come from the Americas, 8% comes from Europe, and 1% comes from Asia Pacific. 8x8, Inc.
was founded in 1987 and is currently headquartered in San Jose, California.
Price ($): (09/08/14)

7.92

Beta:

Price Target ($):

5.20

WACC

52WK H-L ($):
Market Cap (mil):

0.93
9.12%

FY: Mar

2014A

Revenue (Mil)

2015E

2016E

128.60

154.32

182.10

6.68-12.41

M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:

18%

% Growth

23.90%

25.00%

22.00%

684.97

M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:

38%

Gross Margin

70.76%

71.00%

71.00%

2.39%

2.00%

3.00%
0.04

Float (mil):

84.29

Debt/Equity:

0.0%

Operating Margin

Short Interest (%):

8.5%

ROA:

0.8%

EPS (Cal)

0.03

0.02

923,889

ROE:

0.4%

FCF/Share

0.14

0.03

0.05

257.33

327.79

179.12

4.63

4.26

3.49

Avg. Daily Vol:
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

0.00
0.0%

P/E (Cal)
P/S

Recommendation
8x8, Inc. has managed to become one of the largest VoIP providers in the U.S., and has seen strong
revenue growth in a rapidly expanding market. The Unified Communications as a Service market is
predicted to grow at a 24.6% CAGR through 2016. In FY 2014, 8x8 increased their number of small and
medium-sized business (SMB) customers by 17%, from 32,500 to 38,000. Revenues have grown annually
in excess of 20% for the previous 3 years. 8x8 has capitalized on the modern day technology-driven
atmosphere with products that are consistently being updated to fit business needs. An example would be
their Virtual Office Mobile product, which is used in cell phones and tablet applications. In addition to
8x8’s success in the U.S., the company has seen a favorable start to its Global Reach program with its
acquisition of Voicenet, giving it immediate exposure in the U.K. Gross margins have just surpassed 71%
as of this year, but operating margins fell to 2.4% as operating expenses rose 35%. While the company’s
R&D expenses are also on the rise, this was largely due to a $10.2M increase in payroll from the recent
acquisition of Voicenet. 8x8 does appear to have a fair number of growth prospects (as shown by its
22.6% 3-year revenue CAGR); however, marketing and payroll expenses are driving down profitability
and cash flows to extreme lows. The most recently reported evenues in Q1 of FY 2015 are 23.9% higher
than those of Q1 2014, but operating expenses have risen 54.9% over the same period. Until the company
is able to see true organic growth from global expansion, projected cash flows are likely to be extremely
thin, sitting at $2.5M for FY 2015 and $4.2M for FY 2016. Due to these reasons as well as an unfavorable
valuation, it is recommended that 8x8, Inc. be sold from the AIM Equity Fund at $7.92, with an intrinsic
value of $5.20, representing a 34% downside.
Investment Thesis
 Increased Operating Expenses Due to Acquisition. The sales and marketing expenses assumed
via the Voicenet acquisition totaled over $15M, 17% of total operating expenses for FY 2014. Q1
2015 showed weaker than expected results with operating margins falling to 1.3%, and net
income barely positive, compared to $2.1M in Q1 2014. Until 8x8 is able to find its footing in the
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European market, the expenses associated with its acquisition are going to make profitability
extremely difficult.
Increasing Research and Development Costs. R&D expenses increased 20.1% to $8.1M in
2013 and 31% to $11.6 in 2014. R&D expenses in Q1 2015 alone were $3.4M. With the slim
operating margins due to sales and marketing expense increases, increasing R&D is cutting
further into 8x8’s margins. There is potential that with 8x8’s margins - already thin – the firm
might not be able to budget enough for R&D expenses to generate enough new technology to stay
relevant in their industry without burning cash reserves. If R&D does continue to rise at its
current rate regardless, free cash flows will quickly shrink until revenues increase significantly.
Assuming $13.6M of R&D in 2015, $2M above FY 2014’s numbers, net income and free cash
flow could easily come in under $1M. While 8x8 is still sitting on $182M of cash and short-term
investments, the company has not shown an ability to utilitze this cash to increase margins and
generate shareholder value.

Valuation
In order to reach an intrinsic value for 8x8, Inc., a five year discounted cash flow model was conducted. A
WACC of 9.12% was used, along with a terminal growth rate of 3%. This yielded an intrinsic value of
only $2.28. Sensitivity analysis on both the terminal growth rate and WACC provided for a range
between $1.95 and $4.62. Additionally, relative valuations using P/E and P/S ratios were conducted using
a peer average P/E multiple of 89x and a 2015 expected EPS of $0.07, and a value of $6.23 was obtained.
Using a peer P/S multiple of 3.9x and expected 2015 sales per share of $1.81, a value of $7.10 was
obtained. By weighing each valuation equally, a price target of $5.20 was established. 8x8, Inc. does not
pay a dividend.
Risks
 Global Expansion is Successful with Voicenet Acquisition. 8x8 acquired Voicenet in
December 2013. The company is very similar to 8x8, offering cloud-based and VoIP
communications solutions. Voicenet is a leading VoIP provider in the UK with over 1,000
customers, which 8x8 intends to use as a starting point for its Global Reach expansion initiative.
8x8 has a small number of pre-existing non-US customers, and it intends to migrate those
customers’ services to overseas data centers, while also using the new data centers as centers to
begin global marketing. The company also built a Hong Kong data center in January 2014. If
utilitized effectively, this expansion could provide 8x8 with a competitive global positioning.
 Increased Profitability due to Service Margin. While 8x8’s operating margin has struggled, it
has seen continued success in increasing its service margin. Since the acquisition of Voicenet, the
company has pushed its business subscriber acquisition cost down to a record low of $84,
compared to $96 per customer just a year ago. In addition, the average number of subscribed
services per business customer has risen from 11.6 to 13.5. While operating expenses are going
up, 8x8 may find other ways to streamline its business and increase its gross service margin.
Management
Vik Verma has been CEO of 8x8, Inc. since September 2013. Verma has experience with a number of
different technology companies. He was the CEO of Savi Technology, which was later acquired by
Lockheed Martin. At Lockheed Martin, Verma served as President of several different technology
divisions. He holds a Graduate Degree of Electrical Engineering from Stanford. 8x8’s Chief Technology
Officer, Bryan Martin, has served the company since 1990. He served as the CEO from 2002 until 2013,
when he stepped down for CEO Verma to come in. He continues to serve as Chairman of the Board.
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Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners
5%
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners
46%
Source: Yahoo! Finance
Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
BlackRock Fund Advisors
FMR, LLC
Vanguard Group, Inc.
Archon Capital Management LLC
BlackRock Institutional Trust Company, N.A.

Shares
6,489,638
4,550,718
4,139,928
3,846,817
2,473,727
Source: Yahoo! Finance
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% Out
7.31
5.13
4.67
4.34
2.79
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Embraer S.A. ADR (ERJ)
September 12, 2014
Kyle Lawrence

International Industrials

Embraer S.A. ADR (NYSE:ERJ) is the world’s fourth largest manufacturer and one of Brazil’s
leading exporters. ERJ manufactures smaller commercial jets that seat between 30-120
passengers and seven models of executive jets. ERJ’s business activities are divided into three
business segments: commercial, defense and security, and executive aviation. In 2013, ERJ
generated 53% of their revenues from commercial aviation, where they hold a 54% market share
in regional jet (RJ) sales. The RJ market provides point-to-point and hub feeder air
transportation for 2nd and 3rd tier cities. In addition, 27% and 19% of ERJ’s revenues were
generated from defense and executive aviation, respectfully. North America and Europe
represent 51% of ERJ’s revenue, but the company is gaining traction in the Brazilian and Asian
Pacific markets. ERJ was founded in 1969 and is currently headquartered in Sao Jose dos
Campos, Brazil.
Price ($) (9/8/14):
Price Target ($):
52WK H-L ($):
Market Cap ($Mil):
Float (mil):
Short Interest (%):
Avg. Daily Vol. (mil):
Dividend ($):
Yield (%):

$
39.04
$
45.67
$ 40.37-28.31
$
7,272.58
185.10
2.89%
0.73
$
0.12
0.31%

Beta:
WACC:
M-Term Rev. Gr. Rate Est.
M-Term EPS Gr. Rate Est:
Debt/Equity (%):
ROE:
ROA:

0.82
10.86%
5.00%
5.00%
60.41%
10.41%
3.61%

FY: Dec 31
Revenue ($Mil):
Growth (%):
Gross Margin (%):
Operating Margin (%):
EPS (Cal):
FCF/Share:
P/E (Cal):
EV/EBITDA:

2013A
2014E
2015E
$ 6,343.20 $ 6,660.33 $ 6,993.34
1.33%
5.00%
5.00%
22.70%
21.97%
21.22%
11.78%
11.28%
11.86%
$
1.95 $
2.41 $
2.44
$
3.44 $
3.23 $
3.26
12.3x
14.0x
15.5x
5.77x
7.78x
7.25x

Recommendation
Embraer was initially added to the AIM International Fund in September of 2011 at a price of $24.28 and
a target of $35.90. Since then, the stock has surpassed its target and appreciated over 60% to its current
price of $39.09. Embraer is a fundamentally sound and well positioned firm in the Aerospace and Defense
(A&D) industry. The company ranks among the largest commercial aircraft manufacturers in the world
with a well-established family of regional airliners. ERJ has a strong client base to generate steady
revenue flows, driving top-line performance. Through its commercial aviation segment, ERJ serves to
airline providers such as Japan Airlines, British Airways and Fuji Dream Airways. ERJ’s revenue grew at
a CAGR of 6.63% during 2009-2013, with an annual growth of 11.95% over 2012. The commercial
aerospace segment of the global aerospace industry is in the middle of a significant growth phase driven
primarily by significant growth in air traffic & cargo traffic. The commercial aerospace subsector grew by
16.1% in 2012 and 9.8% in 2013. In addition, Embraer forecasts worldwide demand for air transport
increasing annually by 4.8% through 2030, with the Middle East and China being the regions for
opportunity. For these reasons and a favorable valuation, it is recommended that a further position in
Embraer S.A. be added to the AIM International Equity Fund with a price target of $45.67, which offers a
potential upside of 16.99%. ERJ pays a dividend yield of 0.31%.
Investment Thesis
 Growth in Executive Aviation. After over eight years of development and studies, ERJ’s new
mid-range executive jet received certification from the Brazilian Civil Aviation Agency on
August 12, 2014. This certification grants ERJ permission to bring the Legacy 500 to the market.
The executive jet segment is expected to reach a normalized pre-crisis level growing
approximately 20% by 2016. The Chinese executive jet fleet has grown at an average rate of
nearly 27%. Production for the Legacy 500 has already begun, which could increase deliveries by
approximately 20 aircrafts per year and drive ERJ’s market share up from 18% to 25% in the next
six months.
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Strong Order Backlog; Smooth Transition from E1 to E2 Jets. Embraer has a considerable
order backlog, which ensures strong revenue performance. Even as risks in developing markets
grow, it this provides production rate stability. ERJ’s total order backlog increased by 46.1%
from $12.5 billion in 2012 to $18.2 billion in 2013. ERJ will begin to deliver their more fuel
efficient, second generation of E-jets (E2) in 2018. Embraer, having over 280 E1 jets in backlog,
will be able to transition smoothly into production and delivery of their new family of jets.
Healthy Margins. Embraer continues to maintain a very healthy gross margin despite
competition and FX exposure. ERJ reported a 2014 Q2 gross margin of 21.9%, which was right
in line with estimates and guidance from management. In addition, ERJ reported EBITDA and
operting margins of 14.84% and 10.61%, respectfully. Going forward, management is aiming to
further increase margins through their executive aviation segment, which will offset any pricing
discounts due to fierce competition in commercial aviation.

Valuation

To reach an intrinsic value for ERJ, a five-year DCF was used conducted using a WACC of
10.86% and a terminal growth rate of 2.50%, resulting in a value of $49.62. A sensitivity
analysis was conducted on both the WACC and the terminal growth rate, which provided a range
of values from $44.15 to $56.72. In addition, a P/E analysis was conducted. Using a multiple of
17.29x and a 2014E EPS of $2.41, a value of $41.73 was achieved. Weighting the DCF model
and the P/E analysis evenly at 50%, an intrinsic value of $45.67 was achieved offering a
potential upside of 16.99%. ERJ pays a dividend yield of .31%.
Risks
 Unsuccessful Entrance into Long-Range Jet Market. Embraer has firmly grounded themselves
in the small and mid-size business jet markets and are considering entering the long and ultralong-range market. An unsuccessful entrance into the niche market of long and ultra-long-range
jets could risk eating into their margins and damage the core of their business. To be successful in
this target market, they will have to go head-to-head against Bombardier, their closest competitor
and market leader in executive aviation.
 Reduction in Global Defense Spending. During 2013, the total global military spending
decreased by 1.9% to $1,747 billion. This was on top of a decrease of 0.4% previously in 2012.
This reduction was due primarily to major spending cuts in the United States, Western and
Central Europe, and Oceania. Embraer supplies defense aircraft to the Brazilian Air Force and to
the armed forces in the United States, Latin America, Europe and Asia, which represent 19% of
ERJ’s revenues. Continued reduction in global defense spending may force ERJ into discounting
their jets to obtain contracts.
 Brazilian Election. General elections will be held in Brazil on October 5, 2014 to elect the
President. Socialist Party canidate Marina Silva has emerged as the front-runner in the election
against Incumbent President Dilma Rousseff. Marina Silva has attracted the support of the
financial sector, both inside and outside Brazil, due to her orthodox pro-market economic
program. She has been publicly backed by the head of the largest private bank in the country and
has promised reduced state intervention in the economy if elected. If Marina Silva loses the
election, Brazilian stocks will likely shed recent gains.
Management
Frederico Fleury Curado has been the CEO, President and Director of Embraer SA since April 2007. Prior
to being appointed as CEO, Mr. Frederico Curado was Executive Vice President of the airline market.
Previously, Mr. Frederico Curado served in several positions of the company in areas of manufacturing,
procurement, information technology and subcontracts. In 2012, he was the recipient of the Tony Jannus
Award, an honor given soley to the most distinguished contributors to the commercial aviation industry.
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Although ERJ is no longer state-controlled (taken private and public in 1994), the Brazilian government
retains interest through golden shares.

Ownership
% of Shares Held by All Insider & 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional & Mutual Fund Owners:

N/A
47.74%
Source: Bloomberg

Top 5 Shareholders
Holder
Oppenheimer Funds, Inc.
Baillie Gifford Oversees Ltd.
Brandes Investment Partners, L.P.
Franklin Resources
Barrow, Hanley, Mewhinney & Strauss, LLC

Firm
The Boeing Company
Airbus Group NV
Dassault Aviation SA
Textron Inc.
Bombardier Inc.

Peer Group
Market Cap ($Mil)
$89,853
$49,968
$14,334
$10,705
$5,886
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Shares
16,027,620
11,391,157
7,117,204
6,397,770
4,361,715

% Out
8.66%
6.15%
3.84%
3.46%
2.36%
Source: Bloomberg

P/E
17.86x
20.94x
20.31x
19.87x
12.43x

EV/EBITDA
10.49x
8.32x
17.51x
10.54x
9.54x
Source: Bloomberg
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Green Dot Corporation (GDOT)
September 12, 2014
Mark Messier

Domestic Financial Services

Green Dot Corporation (NYSE: GDOT) operates as a technology-centric, pro-consumer bank holding
company that provides personal banking to a broad base of U.S. customers. GDOT offers prepaid debit
card products and prepaid card reloading services in the United States, as well as mobile banking
services with its GoBank mobile bank account offering. The company’s products include Green Dot
MasterCard, Visa-branded prepaid debit cards, and various co-branded reloadable prepaid card
programs. The company markets its cards and financial services to banked, underbanked, and unbanked
consumers. Green Dot Corporation offers its products to consumers at approximately 90,000 retailers, as
well as online and via the app stores. In 2013, revenues derived from products and services sold at the
locations of Wal-Mart and the company’s three other largest retail distributors were approximately 64%
and 22%, respectively. Green Dot Corporation was incorporated in 1999 and is headquartered in
Pasadena, California.

Price 7/08/14 ($):
Price Target ($):
52 WK L-H ($):
Market Cap (MM):
Float (MM):
Short Interest (%):
Avg 3 Month Vol:
Dividend ($):

$18.16
$18.57
$16.53 - $26.87
$740.60
31.04
9.19%
257,651
$0.00

Beta:
Discount Rate:
M-Term Rev. Gr Rate Est:
M-Term EPS Gr Rate Est:
Financial Leverage
ROA:
ROE:
LT Debt/Equity

0.96
9.53%
5.33%
3.77%
2.19%
4.25%
7.86%
0.00%

FY: Dec 31
2013A
2014E
2015E
Revenue (MM)
573.62
642.46
706.70
% Growth:
5.00%
12.00%
10.00%
Operating Margin (%):
8.57%
8.01%
7.17%
EPS ($):
$0.72
$0.82
$0.82
P/E:
34.87
22.48
22.53
BVPS ($):
10.12
11.49
11.06
P/B:
2.49
1.61
1.68

Recommendation
Despite being the largest player in the general-purpose reloadable debit card space (GPR), GDOT’s total
operating expenses have outpaced total operating revenues consistently since the firms IPO in 2010.
Operating income as a result has had a five-year CAGR of -6% and a -16% three-year CAGR. Operating
margins have also dropped from 19% in 2010 to 9% in 2013, which suggests that the firm is doing a poor
job in its expense strategy. Green Dot had a bright outlook the year following its IPO, posting net income
of nearly $50 million. Since 2011, GDOT’s net income has dropped significantly, down to $28.7 million
in year-end 2013. GDOT has also had some trouble collecting cash, as its receivables have risen from $48
million to $62 million (+29%) since 2012. Specific metrics to GDOT’s business have shown recent
favorable results, with active cards up 7% YoY and number of cash transfers up 3% YoY. While these
figures may have had positive growth in the past year, they have largely flattened since 1Q2014. This
growth was caused by GDOT’s aggressive investments in 2013 to reach a greater number of retail stores.
This investment strategy is more of a defensive move due to the increased competition in GDOT’s
marketplace in recent years. More noteworthy firms have begun entering the prepaid card market such as
JPMorgan Chase and American Express. PayPal and Visa may also choose to compete more aggressively
in the prepaid financial market, which would interfere with GDOT’s business. With GDOT’s vulnerable
market position and over-reliance on Wal-Mart’s continued business and support, it is recommended that
GDOT be sold from the AIM Equity Fund with a target price of $18.57, representing a potential upside of
about 2.3%. The firm does not pay a dividend.
Investment Thesis
 Wal-Mart Concentrated Business. Over 80% of GDOT’s revenues stem from just four retail
distributors. Wal-Mart in particular accounts for 64% of GDOT’s revenues, up from 61% in
2012. Wal-Mart is currently active in GDOT’s prepaid market with its “Wal-Mart MoneyCard
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Suite.” If Wal-Mart ever decided that it no longer needs GDOT’s services, it could choose to not
renew GDOT’s contract, which is approaching renewal in 2015 and GDOT would likely face
bankruptcy within months. Additionally, if any negative publicity stemmed from any of GDOT’s
primary distributors, the firm could struggle to gain and attract future distributors and customers.
 Increasing Competition. GDOT experienced substantial growth in its stock price that reached
nearly $64 in January of 2011 after its IPO of $43 in 2010. Since that peak, the stock price has
come back to reality as GDOT is no longer the sole provider of prepaid card services. Many
banks have begun offering these services, such as the JPMorgan Chase Liquid Card and a
number of American Express prepaid cards.
 No Signs of Momentum and Overconcentration. After missing earnings in 2Q12 the firm
experienced a massive hit, resulting in a stock price decrease from $23.49 to $9.06, or – 61%.
This drop shows the volatility of GDOT’s business, and because of this instability, it is tough to
predict any bullish stock price movement from GDOT in the near future. For these reasons, it is
difficult to justify GDOT having the largest financial services holding in the AIM Equity Fund.
Valuation
To find the intrinsic value of GDOT a price to book multiple was used, as well as a discounted cash flows
model. The 5-year average historic price to book for GDOT was 2.12x with its peer average being slightly
higher with an average P/B of 4.64x. Weighting the historic average at 95% and the peer average at 5%,
the P/B yielded an intrinsic value of $23.21. Based on a calculated WACC of 9.53% and a perpetuity
growth rate of 2.75%, the DCF analysis yielded in an intrinsic value of $16.59. Weighting these
valuations at 30% and at 70%, respectively, the final estimated intrinsic value of GDOT is $18.57, which
provides for a potential upside of 2.3%.
Risks
 Unique Product Strategy. GDOT’s prepaid products and services are primarily geared towards
individuals with little or no credit history, or those who have difficulty obtaining traditional credit
cards. More than 35 million Americans are either underbanked or completely unbanked, which
provides for a significant untapped market for GDOT to pursue.
 New Retailer Relationships. If GDOT can continue to extend its reach into new markets like its
most recent additions including: Dollar Tree, Family Dollar and Home Depot, it will grow its
revenues at a potentially faster rate than its primary competitors. GDOT is targeting retailers that
attract the underbanked and unbanked customers that fit in perfectly with the firm’s business
model. If this progress continues and proves to be worth the investment, GDOT could experience
positive growth in the near future.
Management
Steven W. Streit is the founder and has served as President and a Director since October 1999, CEO since
January 2001 and Chairman of the Company since February 2010. Streit is a two-time EY Entrepreneur
of the Year winner. Grace T. Wang has served a CFO for the firm since November, 2013. Prior to joining
GDOT, Wang served in various financial positions with JPMorgan Chase & Co. since November 2004.
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Source: Yahoo! Finance

Ownership

% of Shares Held by All Insider and 5% Owners:
% of Shares Held by Institutional and Mutual Fund Owners:

22%
85%
Source: Yahoo! Finance

Top 5 Shareholders

Holder
Scff Management LLC
Harvest Capital Strategies LLC
FMR, LLC
Vanguard Group, Inc.
Cambiar Investors, LLC

Shares
2,126,820
2,060,000
2,049,900
1,708,998
1,655,415

%Out
5.30%
5.13%
5.11%
4.26%
4.13%

Source: Yahoo! Finance
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